Worksheet 4. Geography Quiz: Vocabulary review

Complete each sentence with the letter of the correct word.

1. The forest has so many trees that there is little light. The forest is _____.
   a. sparse  b. dense  c. immense

2. As Grandpa got older, he lost most of his hair. Now he is almost bald. His hair is quite _____.
   a. sparse  b. dense  c. immense

3. There’s a little ____ on the lake where people keep their boats.
   a. coastline  b. sea  c. inlet

4. A sea is large, but an ocean is _____.
   a. immense  b. sparse  c. crowded

5. Because Reykjavik is the northernmost capital city in the world, it is the _____ north of the equator of all the capital cities.
   a. highest  b. furthest  c. largest

6. My living room is 20 feet long and 10 feet wide. Its area is _____.
   a. 200 feet long  b. 200 feet wide  c. 200 square feet

7. Mexico and the United States share a _____.
   a. capital  b. border  c. population

8. The number of people in a place is its _____.
   a. area  b. place  c. population

9. The distance north or south of the equator is expressed by _____.
   a. latitude  b. longitude  c. altitude

10. The distance east or west of the Prime Meridian, an imaginary line, is _____.
    a. latitude  b. longitude  c. altitude